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he initial reason we play into machines is
for the enhancement that basic sound effects offer. The first
sound effect every acoustic player loves is reverb, which can
make us sound as if we are playing inside any space imaginable.
A single tone can be quickly played and then remain endlessly
ringing on in artificial space. Only a few notes are needed, with
plenty of silence between them, to make a melody fill the air. In
reverb’s earliest incarnation, sounds were piped into resonating chambers or blasted against springs and plates to create
the effect, but now it can be expertly synthesized with digital
precision, and actual acoustic spaces from all over the planet
can be sampled with the technique known as convolution [1].
Here a conflict emerges: The regularity of delays adds order and rhythm to melodies that otherwise might be free.
This rhythm brings a welcome beat that gives the audience
something to hold onto. But it quickly becomes expected and
listeners figure it out. We know how delays sound, and we’re
all used to it. So we seek out ways to randomize and make the
echoes less predictable—shuffle delays, randomized delays,
cascading delays. At the same time, these effects can start to
sound disturbing, confusing, no longer creating a beat out of
the single melody. How carefully should we lead the listeners
along through our effects? Or is this completely the wrong way
to approach sonic experimentation?
Although there are plenty of software plugins that offer uneven and randomized delay possibilities (GRM Tools Shuffle,
NI Spektral Delay, MDSP Fire, KT Granulator, Soundhack Bubbler, Artificial Audio’s Obelisk), the challenge is to use them
in a way that is both musical and spontaneous. It is easiest to
add these effects to a track after it is recorded; then the player
can precisely control exactly what the effect adds to the music.
But when playing live, improvising into the machine, it is easy
to become so wrapped up in what the machine is doing that
the player no longer knows what is musical and what is not.
These effects are often most successful when they are turned
down to their absolute minimum, where there is just enough
effect so that the player can hear what the effect is doing but
not enough so that it is too easy for listeners to figure out what
is happening. The effect should be familiar and ambiguous at
the same time.
A clarinet is not an obvious instrument to play into an effects machine. Trumpet, being so much louder, fares better.
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years of practice at personalizing
a tone, so when we confront the
machine, we have a whole different
challenge. Our instrument and its
tradition seem somehow opposed to mashing up the sound
in odd electronic ways.
After delaying comes looping, an obvious way to play a
fragment, make it repeat so it can have a piece of musical/
rhythmic ground to stand on; then we can add ourselves to
ourselves. Another way to increase the ego is to do everything
alone. But is it another way to become additionally empowered or another way to make boring music? People used to
think so; now we are so used to loops that we crave their exactness. Perfect repeating rhythms are preferred by some to real,
varying, studied drummers. The repetitiveness is no longer
bothersome to many, because we are so used to music as convenienced by the machine.
We have come to enjoy what the machine is good at. Precise
repetition, predictability, reliability (most of the time), consistency. All these elements have always been part of music. With
technology, we bring them to the fore.
At the same time, the inexactness of digital technology adds
its own uniqueness. Digital errors were once said to be less
forgiving than analog ones, but they have given rise to their
own aesthetic of “glitch”—noisy, uneven, but still somehow
precise sounds that come easily to digital devices. Turn a clarinet into these kinds of sounds, and the immediate conflict
between resonating air and strange machinations comes to the
fore. The war begins! The primal human quandary between
extending ourselves with technology and just getting the song
out appears right there. Music comments on the great battle
of our age.
We trace a trajectory here, following levels of sound effect
that extend the singly played acoustic tone: reverb, echo, delay, looping, distortion, unevenness, confusion dissolve into
a sonic intelligence of which we are barely in control. One
thing left out of the story here is a much more intelligent
kind of machine behavior, wherein computers are carefully
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programmed to respond to the sounds
played into them and make many more
decisions on their own than the direct
sound effects we usually use. One reason the brilliant sonic programming
language Max has not appealed to us is
that much of what is composed using it
sounds like the computer is making too
many decisions, taking too much control.
The classic sound effect is simple at its
root, easier to connect to the sound that
comes into it, so the hand and breath
of the player is more clear than in more
purely computer music, when a greater
aesthetic of the machine shines through.
But is this anything more than personal prejudice, when computers can
now be programmed to emulate almost
anything, artificial or natural? Rothenberg has always believed in an aesthetic
inspired by nature in his music, so if he
chooses to play into the machine, it is
only to make the sounds akin to some
living, breathing instrument that might
exist in a parallel universe if it is only
something virtual in this one [2].
Over his years of experience as a composer and performer, Neill has often felt
that the discourse of digital/electronic
art has been too strongly focused on
technical issues. While digital music will
always be at least somewhat defined by
the parameters of the systems being utilized, his attention has been more geared
toward the aesthetics of digital art and in
particular the relationship of aesthetics
to technology. As new technological possibilities emerge, artists are influenced by
those developments, while at the same
time new aesthetic ideas influence the
creation of new technologies. The ques-

tion for him has been: What are the
most important aesthetic tendencies to
emerge out of the recent landscape of
digital music and media performance?
We all start with too much ennui—
picking up the horns, already bored, having heard it all before, too many songs on
our iPods, too much music all around,
why add even a single sound? We play
to forget our sense of being fed up with
it all, the incessant ring of music in our
head whether or not we turn on the machine. Too much music already done, all
captured and ready to be consumed. Too
many possibilities of what to do. We need
to forget all of this to make the making of
music into something fun again.
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